
 Creating a New Battlefield Reality
Fire WeaverTM connects all battlefield 
elements in real time including 
sensors, and shooters of every 
type – creating a tactical, battalion-
level, networked attack system 
of unmatched speed, lethality, 
and safety. The system instantly 
calculates the most relevant 
shooter for every acquired target 
– enabling simultaneous, pinpoint 
strikes. Critical target information 
is displayed on weapon sights, 
resulting in exceptional accuracy 
and a significant reduction in 
collateral damage and friendly fire 
incidents. Immediate and accurate 
handling of multiple targets makes 
Fire Weaver the ideal solution for 
engaging enemy forces with superior 
mass as well as Time Critical Targets 
in urban scenarios. 

 Three Powerful Building Blocks 
The Fire Weaver Core is a distributed 
brain that manages the entire system. 
Leveraging technologies such as 
Artificial Intelligence, Cognitive 
Dissemination, and Real Time Fire 
Selection, the Core enhances human 
analysis and decision-making, 
automatically and instantaneously 
selecting and presenting the operator 
with the most appropriate shooter 
for each target. Handling multiple 
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Benefits

Attack process management, 
improves human analysis & 
decisions

Reduces collateral damage & 
friendly fire incidents

Precision targeting, including 
visual markings on weapon 
sights

Shared, RT situational awareness 
using AR symbols

Multiple, simultaneous, RT, fire 
selection algorithm

Fast and easy integration with 
sensors and shooters of all types

Shorter battle duration with 
fewer forces

TM

language types – including GPS, 
electro - optical pixels, and laser 
designation – the Fire Weaver Core 
can communicate with any type of 
sensor or shooter.  

Advanced Computer Vision Technology 
- one of the key features of the 
Fire Weaver system – processes 
images using geo-referencing to 
share targets as pixels on a common 
mapping infrastructure. This 
technology enables an accurate and 
GPS-independent common visual 
language between all the sensors 
and shooters on the battlefield. All 
network participants can see and 
recognize the same target, each 
from his unique position and angle. 
The technology also enables an 
Augmented Reality (AR) capability 
with standardized icons representing 
targets, points of interest, location 
of blue forces and enemies, civilian 
institutions, etc.  

The Fire Management Terminal (FMT)  
enables the Attack Officer to control 
the system and to set the system 
definitions, including the level of 
autonomous activity, safety zones, 
time limit for the attack process, 
etc. The Attack Officer can approve, 
decline or re-program the fire 
solution selected by the system at 
any time.

Instantly and Simultaneously Closes Unlimited Sensor-to-Shooter Loops



Features

RT fire selection handling 
multiple targets simultaneously

Exploitation of information from 
all sensors

Manages the entire attack process 
considering safety of forces

Fire Management Terminal 
enables human control in RT

Presents relevant RT augmentation 
data symbols to all participants

2D and 3D computer vision, 
GPS-independent accurate geo-
referencing

Cognitive dissemination over  
a tactical radio system

Open architecture, easy 
integration with C4I systems, 
radios and weapons

Multi-language: GPS, laser 
designation and electro-optical 
pixels

 Flexible Integration Options 

Fire Weaver’s capabilities can be 
integrated in two main ways.  
A separate small-footprint box can 
be easily connected to the radio 
or router, to the C4I system, and to 
the electro-optical display of the 
sensor or shooter. This box can be 
carried by an individual fighter or 
transported on any available vehicle.  

A second option is to integrate the 
capabilities into the weapon. The 
system’s open architecture enables 
fast and easy integration of all 
elements in the field – shooters, 
sensors and effectors – regardless of 
type or manufacturer.

Fire Weaver uses a tactical radio 
system – based on a secure, high-
speed, broadband SDR (Software 
Defined Radio) – that creates 
a robust, distributed network 
connecting all battlefield elements 
in the battalion’s combat team. This 
can either be supplied by Rafael 
(BNET SDR family), or supplied by 
the customer.
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 Field-Tested and Ready for Use 

Fully mature and remarkably robust, 
Fire Weaver has passed extensive, 
rigorous live-fire tests. It has also 
been proven in Many-to-Many 
demonstrations at multiple locations,  
in a range of complex scenarios. 

Sensor display Shooter display

Fire Weaver Endpoint Unit Fire Weaver Embedded in Observation Unit
with fully Integrated User Interface 

Fire Management Terminal

 A Smart Network of Weapons

Shooters and Sensors can be 
easily integrated into the Fire 
Weaver system. Legacy equipment 
and systems, when integrated, 
automatically become more 
effective and more powerful. 
Shooters can range from old-style 
legacy systems to the most modern 
weapons – including mortars, 
shoulder-launched munitions, 
legacy ATGMs and advanced man-
in-the-loop ATGMs such as SPIKE, 
artillery, helicopters, and UAVs. 
Sensors can include observation, 
ISR and targeting devices – such as 
short and long-range observation 
systems, tactical aerostats and mini 
and micro UAVs outputting video. 
Together, they become an ultra-
smart networked attack system.


